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Abstract. Live presentations such as meetings or lectures can be captured in
instrumented environments towards producing hyperdocuments corresponding
to the information presented in the live session. However, a given presentation
is usually related to other captured sessions as well as to other documents
available to the overall group. Therefore, there is a demand for operations
that allow the linking of the related documents both before and after a live
presentation takes place. Moreover; the availability ofsuch operations during
the presentation provides a unique opportunityfor the identification oflinks in
the live context itself

On the one hand, it is interesting that the creation oflinks occur automatically
given the amount anddiversityofinformation that can be related as the number
ofpresentations grows. 0n the other hand, the evaluation ofthe possibilities of
links identified by linking algorithms can be a burden when the user does not
have thefocus ofattention on the associated task.

We propose the that well—known operations — searching and recommending
— be used to identifi} links in a growing repository ofdocuments associated
with the presentations when the user has thefocus ofattention on the underling
contents. This means that the operations should be made available before, afier
and during thepresentation — and in any case the user should be able to decide
when any relevant results should be attached as annotations to the repository
ofassociated documents. In this paper; we present the model and associated
implementation that we have built to attend those requirements. The activation
of the operations Can be done automatically by voice and handwriting on pen—
based input surfaces — desired input methods during the live presentation — as
well as by traditional typingand Web browsing— desired input methods before
and afier a live session.

Keywords: Authoring, Linking, Capturing, Presenting, Augmenting, Information
Retrieval.
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1. Introduction
A problem faced by people interacting with computational technology is that they must
adapt to those technologies. The demand formore natural user computer interactionmoti-
vated the development of a research area known as ubiquitous computing [Weiser, 1991].
Ubiquitous computing proposes the seamless integration of hardware and software tech—

nologies into the environment in order to aid humans1n their everyday activities without
changing the way they usually perform those activities.

One of the research themesin ubiquitous computing is that of capture and ac-
cess applications, which exploit the fact that everyday experiences are rich in infor-
mation that maybe captured and made available as hyperdocuments- that can be re-
viewed by users at a later time [Abowd et al., 2000] [Pimentel et al., 2000]. Capture and
access applications have been built to meeting (e.g. TeamSpace [Richter etal., 2001]
and NoteLook [Chiu et al., 2000]) and educational settings (e.g. Classroom
2000 [Abowd, 1999] and Cornell Lecture Browser [Mukhopadhya and Smith, 1999]).

Arguing that one of the most important features in capture and access applications
is the degree of automation provided, Abowd et al. suggest to support the underlying
activities in four phases as in the movie industry [Abowd et al., 1996]: (i) prevpmduction:
preparation of a session; (ii) live capture: captme of relevant data streams; (iii) post-
pmduction: integration of the captured data into hyperdocuments; (iv) access: presenta—
tion of the hyperdocuments to users. The pre-production, the live capture and the access
phases take place respectively before, during and afl‘er a live presentation. The post—
production phase also occurs after a live presentation, being is a phase where additional
processing can be performed.

Pimentel et al. have observed that, since the information presented in live sessions
is usually related to that captured in previous sessions, as well as to other documents,
there is a demand for operations that allow both manual and automatic linking of related
documents both before and after a live presentation takes place [Pimentel et al., 2001].

In this paper we argue that automatic linking services should be available as au-
thoring aids before, during and after live sessions since in all those moments users have
the focus of attention on the underlying information. We propose that interaction al-
ternatives based on searching and recommendation operations be offered to users to—

wards identifying links in those complementary moments. We present our implemen-
tation that was carried out by extending our previous results on building Web-based link—
ing [Macedo et al., 2002] and recommendation [Macedo et al., 2003]services.

Considering the ubiquitous computing domain, different interaction alternatives
should he offered to users depending on the interface style exploited for capturing infor-
mation. In this paper, we present the model and associated implementation where the
actiimtion of the linking operations can be done automatically by voice and handwriting
recognition, and demonstrate their use during a live presentation, as well as by traditional
typing and Web browsing, which we demonstrate in use before and after a live session.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: we first present
previous works that have supported our current proposal; we then describe our linking
operations; next, we discuss relatedwork; lastwe summarize the benefits ofour approach
and comment on future work.



2. Background: Starting points
In order to investigate the creation ofhyperlinks using documents that represent live ex—

periences captured by means of ubiquitous applications, we have exploited and extended
previous work that we summarize in this section,

2.1. INCA: NetworkAbstractions

Capture and access applications are usually composed by a confederation of devices
and sofiware systems, presenting a inherent distributed nature. Truong & Abowd
developed an INfrastructure for Capture and Access Applications (INCA) in order
to provide network abstractions demanded in the implementation of those. applica—
tions [Tmong and Abowd, 2004].

INCA provides architectural support for building applications by means of a set
of key design concerns including Capture (part of the system is responsible for the cap-
ture of information as streams of data) and Access (part of the system provides access
to multiple integrated streams of information that are gathered as a response to context-
based queries). For each design concern, INCA implements a module and an interface
that developers must instantiate and implement when building applications. The basic
entities are the capture and access modules, which behave like producers and consumers
in a publish-subscribe approach. In order to automatically control the presence of capture
and access modules, INCA provides a Registry that manages publishing and subscribing
operations done by application modules.

2.2. xINCA: FunctionalityAbstractions
Besides architectural aspects, a large number of capture and access applications present
recurrent functionalities. A typical example occurs in theeducational domain: mostof the
applications developed for this domain needs software to control interactions in a white-
board. Other recurrent functionalities are also present in capture and access applications:
examples include the capturing ofaudio and video streams as well as the browsing history
of the user (weblog). These fiinctionalities can appear in any combination and suggest a
component—based approach. With this in mind, we developed an extended INfrastructure
for Capture and Access Applications (xINCA toolkit [Cattelan et al., 2003]) as a layer on
top of INCA.

xINCA provides software components that captures user-interactions with elec-
tronicWhiteboards, text generated during chat sessions, URLs visited duringWeb brows—

ing as well as streams of audio and video recorded during live capture sessions. xINCA
components implement instances of INCA modules (capture modules, access modules
or both capture and access modules) and are registered at runtime in a INCA Registry
entity. Figure 1 depicts the communication flow between components in two simultane-
ous sessions (Session #1 and Session #2) that are used by three applications (App #1,
App #2 e App #3). In this example, App #3 only receives (accesses) the strokes and im-
ages presented (captured) in the whiteboard component ofApp #1. Also, App #2 access
the information produced by a user typing in the chat component ofApp #1 at the same
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Figure 1: Communicationflow between xlNCA components in two simultaneous
sessions

time that captures the information typed in its own chat component and sends it to the
chat component ofApp #1.

2.3. LinkDiggerService
Macedo et al. investigatedmechanisms allowing the automatic identification ofrelation-
ships in textual homogenous Web-based repositories by using Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI), which is normally used to overcome problems related to the use of lexical based
analysis [Furnas et al., 1988]. The similarities defined by L'SI are based on closeness of
terms in a semantic space built according to co—occurrence of all terms in collection of
documentsmanipulated instead ofmatching. Their LinkDigger [Macedo et a]., 2002] was
then extended to implement a recommendation service [Macedo et al., 2003].

Next, we show LinkDigger being used to relate information extracted from all
phases of a captured and access application in a system built with INCA and xINCA.

3. Linking Live Presentations
Figure 2 presents an architecture comprising a capture and access application for which
we provide linking supportng tools before, during and after a live presentation.

The information captured in the live capture phase is integrated to that provided in
the pre-production and access phases and stored in an XML database. The pre-production
phase is supported by AutorE [Pimentel et al., 2003], a tool that allows the manual prepa-
ration of sessions (by allowing the creation of sessions and the association ofmeta—data
and prepared slides, for instance). The same AutorE tool supports, in the access phase, a
user manually extending the captured information with annotations and links. The live-
capture phase is supported by iClass ', a live session capture system build to record sev-
eral pieces of information produced during a session, including strokes handwritten on an
electronic whiteboard on top of prepared slides, audio or video streams captured from a
microphone or camera, as well as the URLs fromWeb pages visited during the session.

The architecture shows the participation of the LinkDigger linking service
in all phases: we have extended the original iClass implementation by integrating
LinkDigger, which allowed us to provide searching, linking and recommendation op-
erations in all phases — the resulting links being stored in WLS, an OHS linking ser-
vice [BulcaoNeto et al., 2002].

'iClass was inspired in the Classroom 2000 system [Aboth 1999].
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Figure 2: A linking service integrated in all phases of a capture and access ap-
plication.

Given the requirements for ubiquitous applications, our implementation exploits
voice and handwriting recognition, as well as the transparent extraction of the original
text from prepared slides, to activate the identification of links among hyperdocuments
produced in all phases. However, considering that in many cases users will be using
traditional desktop computers, we also support linking in the pre-production and access
phases. Moreover, considering that when user the system in the various phases the the user
has the focus ofattention on the underlying information, we support that the user decide
whether any relevant links suggested by the service should be attached the associated
repository.

3.1. Linkingprocessing in the pre—productionphase
The pre—production phase is related to the session setup. Different applications deal with
different contexts and thus manage the preparation of material to be exploited in a live
presentation. Our architecture allows the management of such high level of abstraction
through an authoring system, called AutorE.

The AutorE system implements functions to support the process of author.
ing multimedia information in terms of preparation, reuse, extension and refer-
ence [Pimentel et al., 2003]. This system makes these functions available to capture sys-
tems. For each fimction, AutorE has a specific module. So far, only the preparation
module was integrated to the linking service. By using the preparation module, presen-
ters can prepare a new session for capture by reusing material from other sessions or by
adding brand new material in the forms ofmetadata or prepared slides. In Figure 3, the
top Web interface is a typical interface of the preparation module.
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Figure 3: Linking processing in the pre-production phase allows reuse of infor-
mation when authors prepare new sessions. (a) A query vector is cre-
ated with text automaticallyextracted from slides and metadata from
the session (its title, for instance). (b) The query vector can be ex-
panded by keywords provided by users. (c) The query vector is sent to
the linking service. (d) The resulting links are shown as recommenda-
tions in the preparation interface.

According to our proposal, the preparation module was extended to queries that
are activated automatically by LinkDigger. This means that, when preparing a session,
users may be presented automatically with suggestions of related material presented in
other sessions. This is achieved as follows: as the user inputs metadata or prepared slides
to the session, the corresponding text (typed by the user in forms for adding metadata
or extracted automatically flow the slides) are used by LinkDigger to query the exist—

ing repository — the result being a list of pages that correspond to other sessions. The
suggestions are presented in the lower part of the original AutorE interface presented in
Figure 3. It is important to observe that such infrastructure can also exploited by a user
who can explicitly query the service for related information.

The query vector that is automatically sent to the LinkDigger Service (Figure 3(a))
can be extended by users (Figure 3(b)). Once the query vector is generated, it is sent to
the LinkDigger Service (Figure 3(c)). This vector is processed by the linking service,
which identifies documents semantically related to the vector. Results from the linking
processing are sent to the interface (Figure 3(d)), which allows the user to selected which
references should be used in the presentation being prepared.

It is important to observe that any other authoring application can be used in the
pro-production phase since it sent a query vector to the LinkDigger API.
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Figure 4: Linking processing in the live capture phase. Strokes captured in the
whiteboard component are used to form a query vector along with text
automatic extracted from prepared slides. The activation of the query is
done via a voice command. The resulting recommendations are shown
in a popup window.

3.2. Linking processing in the live capture phase

The live capture phase presented in Figure 2 shows a live session in progress with sup-
port of the iClass system: the prepared slides are presented on and electronic whitebon
via a Java applet (Figure 2(b1)); a presenter may write on top of the slides and may
wear a microphone to capture an audio stream for the whole session (Figure 2(b2))—
all functionalities being providedby capture components (whiteboard, video, audio, chat,
weblog, etc) from the xINCA toolkit [Cattelan et al., 2003].

As far as the automatic generation of links during the live capture phase is con-
cerned, the LinkDigger service automatically identify relationships among the informa-
tion manipulated in the live presentations and that previously stored in the XML database
from previous sessions according to the process indicated in Figure 4. First, the capture
application (iClass) composes a vector query with information from some xINCA com—

ponents and, next, sends the vector to the linking service. Texts from the slides presented
during the session is used to transparently built the query vector. However, consider-
ing such ubiquitous computing environment, it is important that information from the
handwritten annotations as well as from the capture audio stream may be provided as
interaction alternatives to built the query vector.

In order to recognize on-line handwritten characters, we developed the jlnk API
according to the method proposed by Chan & Yeung [Chan and Yeung, 1998]. By this
method, the recognition process is divided into three stages: structure extraction and re-
construction, elastic structural matching and postprocessing. In the first stage, the coor-
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dinates obtained by the application that carries out the capture of strokes are converted in
a set of segments and their directions. These segments are then manipulated by a variety
ofoperations, such as smoothing and normalization, in order to reduce the effect ofnoise
and small deviations in the stroke. After this, the primitive elements that compose the
structure of the stroke such as lines, curves and loops, are identified. In this same stage it
is performed the reconstruction, where these primitives are combined to eliminate broken
strokes. At the next stage, it is performed the elastic structural matching, where the prim-
itives obtained are compared with a pre-defined set of character models. If the primitives
doesn’t match with none of the models, then successivetransformations are applied in the
structure of the stroke, until it is recognized or rejected by the system. In the third and last
stage, additional processing is performed over the recognized strokes in order to remove
ambiguities and increase the accuracy of the recognizer. In an evaluation carried out by
Chang & Young using multiple users, the recognition rates for digits, lowercase letters
and uppercase letters were respectively 98.6%, 98.5% and 97.4%. ,

Our implementation, jInk, provides a graphical interface to be used by users in-
terested in adjusting the character models to their own writing styles in order to obtain a
more accurate recognizer. The jInk API was incorporated into the iClass system so that,
besides digits and letters, jInk can also recognize symbols and gestures; gestures can be
used to activate some operations in the application (not exploited in the current version).

In an another step towards exploiting the ubiquitous computing environment sup—
ported by iClass, we wanted to allow users to use voice commands in order to activate
the linking processing. The voice recognition is carried out by the ViaVoiceTM soflware,
exploiting a implementation of the Java Speech API (JSAPI) [SunMicrosystems, 1998]
developed by IBM. JSAPI specification defines an access interface to the functionalities
of recognition and voice synthesis provided by engines like ViaVoice. This interface al-
lows that Java developers utilize such fimctionalities without knowledgeabout recognition
methods and their implementation since the processing is carried out by the engine.

Therefore, a user can use a voice command to activate the composition of a query
vector with information extracted by xINCA components. Issued the command, the query
is sent to the LinkDigger service (this can also be activated manually via a button on the
interface). As a result of the LinkDigger processing, hyperlinks are defined on—the—fly and
presented as recommendations in a small pop—up window, as shown in Figure 4.

Afier generating the hyperlinks, LinkDigger provides a button in the interface for
users to indicate whether or not a given link should be added as annotation to the document
generated automatically for the session— that is, only thosewill be part of the documents
from all links suggested

3.3. Linking processing in the access phase
At the end of a session, the XML information corresponding the a session is used to
generated several alternatives of hyperdocuments for users to review the session. A
Web interface (Figure 5, window on top) presents a hierarchical structure of years and
semesters that gives access to a list of corresponding sessions that can be reviewed in
several formats (Figure 5, window on the bottom)i the sessions can be associated with
lectures from courses or meetings from projects, for instance.
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Figure 5: Linking processing in the access phase: (a) keywords provided by
users are used as a query vector; (b) the query vector is sent‘to the
linking service; (c) semantic hyperlinksdefined between the query vec-
tor and the captured material is presented in the access interface.

Among the formats supported in the current version are HTML, XHTML, SMIL
and an applet that plays back the session by animating the corresponding strokes (on
top of their images) synchronously with the audio stream. While interacting with all
those interfaces, users can have recommendations being automatically issued or can make
explicit queries that can be used in a query vector submitted to LinkDigger.

Figure 5(a) illustrates that users are able to provide keywords to be used as a
query vector. Once this vector has been defined, a requisition is made to the linking
service (Figure 5(b)). The vector is processed by LinkDigger and the results are sent to
the presentation interface (Figure 5(c)).

3.4. HandlingPrivacy

The fact that presentation information is continuously captured and shared leads to impor-
tant issues in terms of privacy. In some situations, users may want to have their material
preserved. We defined a mechanism where users specify if they want their material to be
used to define hyperlinks and recommendations to other people. At the pro-production
phase, users can tell the system to do not create hyperlinks with the material used to
produce the documents corresponding to that session in all phases.

To preserve the spirit of sharing, the default option is to be able to share the infor—

mation produced in all phases.



4. Related Work

Although the Web has empowered us with the ability to distribute and share
digital information, it does not bridge the physical real—world and digital docu—

ments [Gmnbzek et al., 2003]. Facilitating the task of discovering intrinsic reference be-
tween live experiences captured by ubiquitous computing infrastructure is a multifaceted
approach. As far as ubiquitous hypertext and ubiquitous capture systems are concerned,
no reported work reports operations that allow the automatic linking of semantic related
documents by means of interaction with electronic devices.

In terms of interfaces, researches have developed interfaces emphasizing
the creation, visualization and navigation of relationships and content delivery to
mobile devices [Carter et al., 2004] [Romero and Correia, 2003] [Sinclair et al., 2002]
[Weal et al., 2003]. Chen has built a multimedia interface for presenting the tracking of
communicative actions in a multiparty videoconference [Chen, 2003].

More dedicated to ubiquitous infrastructures than hypertext interfaces, investi-
gations in terms of authoring from capture have been developed. Systems empha—
sizing location tracking are examples of automatic authoring of documents that can
be presented as hyperdocurnents. The Digital Family Portrait provides family mem-
bers with continuous access to a hypertext that represents the amount of activities car-
ried out in a house by a relative that lives elsewhere [Mynatt et al., 200]]. Track—
ing people's routes in order to identify and locate them [Orr and Abowd, 2000], find—
ing lost objects [Peters et al., 2001] and recording actions to support short-term mem—
ory [Tran and Mynatt, 2002] [Trevor et al., 2004] are scenarioswhich could exploit hy-
pertext to present information recorded from location trackings. Some researches have
already investigatedprototypes to combine principles from augmented reality and hyper-
media to support organizing and managing digital and physical material in terms ofspatial
relationships [Grenbaek et al., 2003] [Granbzek et al., 2002].

Also interested in ubiquitous infrastructure there are researches investigating au-
tomatic authoring tools in terms of capture of live experiences, as it is the case of Dol-
phin, a groupware application built to support the capture of audio, video and user—
interaction with electronic Whiteboards in face—to—face or distributed meetings 7 gen-
erating documents that can be later edited collaboratively [Streitz et al., 1994]. Chin et 31.
present the NoteLook system to allow capture, annotation, indexing of the resulting doc-
uments during a media-enabled conference room [Chiu et al., 1999]. Chiu also present
an algorithm to match images in order to define multimedia links in paper-like inter-
faces [Chiu et al., 2000]. Also in the context of providing paper—like surfaces for reading
and browsing hypertext, Xlibris allows the generation of dynamic links by capturing user
interaction with a reading stand-alone device [Price et al., 1998]. Xlibris implements a
hypertext structure that allows the classification and organization of the annotations, as
well as the searching for related information in the device. In the Tivoli system, informa-
tion could be manipulated during the meeting by editing operations that included gesture
recognition. Support to integrating information produced before the sessions is done by
allowing the users to import text, images and prepared hypermedia information. Sup-
port to integrating information produced afier the sessions is done by allowing the cap—
tured contents to be imported to a collaborative hypermedia system [Haake et al., 1994].
The Authoring on the Fly system provides an elaborate capture infrastructure which
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emphasizes the support to broadcasting the live presentation [Bacher and Muller, 1998].
Other examples of capture and access applications in the meeting environment are
TeamSpace [Richter et al., 2001] and Flatland [Mynatt et al., 1999].

5. Conclusion
Our implementation and its underlying model make use of search and recommendation
operations to provide interaction alternatives to linking sessions captured in ubiquitous
environments.

The architecture proposed depicts how a linking service can be integrated into
a capture and access application in order to provide recommendations in the form of
hyperlinks among the documents that are generated automatically as a result of a live
session. Moreover, the hyperlinks can be made part of those documents when the user
interacts with the information and has the focus of attention in the associated contents
(before, during or afier the live session).

Our current efforts include using the jInk API to allow gestures to activate linking
during the capture phase, as we current achievewith voice.

Considering the whole lifetime of a document, we can generalize our approach
so that it can be used to support that other sources of information be anchors of links —
the contents of URLs visited during a session, information added in the access phase by
means ofexplicit annotations, or even the contentsof chat sessions carried out while users
access documents of the repository are examples.

We can also allow users to be able to combine different capture components to
create hyperlinks — such as linking only information from the text extracted from slides.
Another possible extension it to create links that consider specific attributes to relate ses-
sions# such linking only sessions from a given person.
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